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Snooty Sims attended the Dutch fan event and reported some interesting news on his website.
By playing the game, he has discovered some useful details such as cheats and lifetime
rewards. We can't be sure if these are true or not and if they actually work, but we report all
them as "fun facts" and we reserve to try them ourselves as soon as possible... unluckly this
means we should wait until June!

CHEATS:

CheatCode
Result
Kaching
Adds §1.000,- to household funds
Motherlode
Adds §50.000,- to household funds
Moveobjects on/off
Move unmovable objects
constrainFloorElevation Use
[true/false]
'false' to make it possible to raise or lower the floor even when there are
disableSnappingToSlotsOnAlt
When on,
[on/off]
objects will not snap to slots while holding ALT
enablellamas [on/off] Ok this is a joke. it's in the cheatlist, but it does nothing. They just added it fo
fadeObjects [on/off]
Toggles whether objects fade when the camera gets close to them. Does not
testingCheatsEnabled [true/false]
Use 'true' to enable debugmode. Can move needs, shift click mailbox to chan
fps [on/off]
Displays framerate in upper right corner
fullscreen [on/off]
Self explanatory. You can also change this setting in options by the way.
hideHeadlineEffects [on/off]
Shows or hides talk/thought balloons
jokePlease
Shows a random joke in the cheat console
quit
Exits game
resetSim [first name] [last
Returns
name] Sim to a safe, neutral state at their home
slowMotionViz [0-8]
Puts visuals in slow motion (does not affect in-game time).
unlockOutfits [on/off]
Use before going to CAS. It shows career and service uniforms in CAS.
familyfunds [Familyname]
Add
# or extract money for a chosen family.

LIFETIME REWARDS
Reward
Points
Complimentary Entertainment
5.000
Discount Diner
5.000
Fast Metabolism
5.000
Legendary Host
5.000
Observant
5.000
Office Hero
5.000
Professional Slacker
5.000
Speedy Cleaner
5.000
Bookshop Bargainer
10.000

Result
Free Theater visits
Cheaper food
Don't get fat through eating
Everybody shows up at your parties and have a grea
Learn traits from other Sims faster
Better relations at work with colleagues
Can stay home without losing job
Clean up twice as fast
Cheaper books
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Change Lifetime Wish
Fertility Treatment
Multi-Tasker
Never Dull
Opportunistic
Steel Bladder
Attractive
Fast learner
Haggler
Perma-Clean
Vacationer
Long Distance Friend
Mid-Life crisis
Super Green Thumb
Hardly Hungry
Body Sculptor
Extra Creative
Great Author
Collection Helper
Food Replicator
Mood Modifier
Teleportation pad

10.000
10.000
10.000
10.000
10.000
10.000
15.000
15.000
15.000
15.000
15.000
20.000
20.000
20.000
25.000
30.000
30.000
30.000
40.000
50.000
60.000
75.000

Can change Lifetime wish
More chance of twins and triplets
Become better at your job/homework
Sims always find your jokes funny and conversations
Bigger rewards for opportunities
Never have to pee again
Other Sims will like you more
Speeds up learning
Pay less for items
Hygiene need never decreases
Can take vacationdays off without penalty
Friends relations decay slower
Can change your Traits
Grow superiour vegetables
Hunger need decays slower
Can change bodytype
Increases Creativity skill
Earn more on royalties
Tool to identify new finds
Speeds up food preperation
Can use on another Sim to change their motives
Can teleport to anywhere within the neighbourhood

THANK YOU TO SNOOTY FOR REPORT THEM!!
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